
FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

Email us: 

jenniehehir@bigpond.com 

Dear Irrigators, 

I remember reading a prediction a few years ago that 2012 

would be another dry year, however I hoped that this prediction 

would not come to fruition. At the time of writing this letter, if 

we didn’t take into account the March flooding event. Rainfall 

has been particularly sparse.  It is very disappointing for all to 

witness dry area crops and pastures showing signs of stress in 

need of a hefty shower of rain.  At least we have access to 

irrigation water and the option to capitalise on summer cropping 

again. 

Kind regards 

Murray Shaw 
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You will not be surprised that MPII’s core business has been to focus on influencing   the outcome of the Murray Darling Basin 
Plan as it moves closer to the pointy end of the arduous process.  At the time of writing it is our understanding that The Plan 
could be tabled in Parliament by the end of October 2012.  I’m sure you are feed up with the process and lack of understanding 
from politicians, government agencies and generally speaking our city counterparts that the continuation of water 
entitlements stripped from our regions will be the cause of further detrimental social and economic impacts. 

Buyback   MPII realised in the midst of the drought that direct buyback of water entitlements would be the most 
damaging form of water recovery.  This message is heard loud and clear when you visit the township of Hay where most of us 
are aware large portions of direct buyback of permanent entitlements to the Commonwealth has occurred. In having said that 
we must respect the property right of water entitlements and that it is the owner’s prerogative to sell.  The flip side is as stated 
above the negative flow on effect large parcels of water being sold off regional landholdings has on the communities that 
remain. 

On Farm Irrigation Efficiency Projects (OFIEP)   Many of our members have taken up or shown interest in participating in  
OFIEP which appears to be a more effective way of returning water to the environment due to farmers maintaining or 
increasing productivity over time and in the short term creating an economic- stimulus from the on- farm infrastructure works 
occurring. 

Environmental – Works and Measures – Efficiency   MPII in conjunction with all stakeholder representatives have fought 
long and hard for the Commonwealth and State Governments environmental efficiency measures to be exhausted prior to 
resorting to further direct buyback of permanent water entitlements. This has been a major sticking point for us with the 
proposed MDBP. The Commonwealth is demanding efficiency measures from industry and delivery operator’s, however they 
are not providing substantiation of contributing to these savings with environmental efficiency works and measures. 

If MPII’s charter is to represent  irrigator’s wishing to remain as irrigator’s with a reasonable level of community requires and 
essential services, we could assume that further direct purchase of water entitlements  would cause a negative legacy for our 
region.  MPII is of the view that the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder (CEWH) now holds enough entitlements or 
entitlements committed to its account to achieve environmental outcomes if managed effectively. Therefore any further water 
required could be procured via recovery from efficiency works and measures on farm,  or through delivery operator efficiencies 
and environmental works and measures. 

Where to from here   From a community perspective minimal direct buyback should continue with the exception of 
efficiency works and measures projects. 

There should be equitable implementation of the Plan - by this we mean for example include works and measures along the 
entirety of the system including the Lower Lakes and Murray mouth. 

The Plan needs to be modelled on working with constraints within the river systems. 

We are sure that environmental works and measures can be achieved and these efficiencies should be deducted from the 
recovery targets. 

The current recovery target sustainable diversion limit (SDL) of 2750 gigalitres per year is unjustified and places a massive risk 
to regional communities and in particular the communities in the NSW Southern Valleys of the Murray Darling Basin. 

Latest MDB Plan proposal released - 6 August 2012   This proposed draft proposed water recovery of (+/- 5%) of 
2,750GL/year and does not mention how the water is to be recovered.  Whilst we have lobbied for an adjustment mechanism 
the proposed adjustment mechanism increases the uncertainty for regional communities.  As of the week beginning 10 
September 2012 , Minister Burke proposed an amendment to the Water Act which would allow the MDBA to control this 
adjustment.  At the time of writing this newsletter all representative groups are working closely with the State Government to 
ensure we are not shafted on this amendment. 

There is still no evidence of equitable implementation – There is an end of system target that has not been apportioned  to 
specific valleys.  As a result one valley could wear the major brunt of the buyback under this model.  The Coorong, Lower Lakes 
and Murray Mouth (CLLMM) in particular is provided with a different safety net which effectively gives them priority. 

Whilst constraints issues are being addressed in terms of third party  and down-stream impacts we still need to keep a close 
eye on this issue. 

Ministerial Councils (MinCo)  -  latest response – 27th August 2012 

MinCo advocates that the recovery of +/- 5% 2,750GL/yr must include 600GL from existing committed Commonwealth 
investment including on-farm and PIIOP programs.  They are seeking further clarification that further recovery must come from 
additional investment by the Commonwealth.  They are calling for apportionment of the shared target reduction, however 
they are not stating how this could be achieved.  The do not mention the CLLMM.  MinCo provide increased flexibility for the 
salt export objective and this is no longer a mandatory target. 
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NSW & Victorian Governments position  -  27th August 2012   

Water Recovery   Generally speaking MPII is of the view that our needs will be met under  the NSW & Victorian Governments 
position, however we need to be in a position to influence some of the finer detail of their position.  Under their water 
recovery model entitlement transfer to the Commonwealth would effectively be capped at 2,100GL under current programs.  
They are calling for recovery adjustment downwards to occur first  prior to 2016 and that adjustment upwards can only occur 
once all of the above has taken place and only through infrastructure or efficiency programs – no further buyback after the 
current program expires. 

Equitable Implementation   NSW & Victoria propose that the shared reduction target be equitably apportioned pro –rata of 
total baseline diversions.  They ask that the LLCMM be treated with the same safety nets as other Ramsar listed sites with 
consideration to works and measures along with operational improvements at the CLLMM including the South East Drainage 
scheme and an upgrade to the barrages to reduce the recovery target. 

Constraints   Victoria & NSW go a step further to require the inclusion of a provision to specifically exclude compulsory 
acquisition of land or easements to be in line with protection  against compulsory acquisition of water. 

Other Risks for Irrigators   There is still future risks for us under the NSW   Government’s proposal in regard to the 
operational aspects of water management, however these risks are not solely related to the Basin Plan. These risks have been 
happening since the inception of irrigation and will be there with or without a Basin Plan.  It is our understanding that the NSW 
Government will be in a position that if they believe they do not have the support of the communities, there is a risk that they 
will cut their losses and sell out surface water for the sake of groundwater. 

Computer Aided River Management (CARM) – Metering Projects 

The Murrumbidgee Computer Aided River Management Project (CARM) is a $65 million upgrade of infrastructure and 
operational processes throughout the Murrumbidgee River System. CARM provides an opportunity for State Water to 
investigate and test new methods of water measurement, flow prediction and monitoring with a view to extending this 
approach to all rivers under its operational control. 

CARM will encompass a suite of projects that will improve the measurement and monitoring from the major dams upstream as 
well as the many weirs and en-route storages. It will also look at ways in which loss of water through evaporation can be 
reduced. 

The five major projects that comprise CARM include: 

Yanco Creek Efficiency Project Old Man Creek Water Efficiency Project 

Murrumbidgee Metering Project Bundidgerry Creek CARMS - The Technology 

The objective of the CARM project is to integrate many pieces of real time water management data to improve the efficiency of 
river operations, ensuring the correct amount of irrigation water is delivered to the right place at the right time. Thus, ensuring 
minimal water wastage will have increased beneficial impacts for agriculture and the environment. 

This data will include: 

 new meters and telemetry units installed on most extraction points 

 new and existing river gauging stations 

 groundwater monitoring stations 

 weather monitoring stations 

The CARM project will be managed by State Water and is funded by the Water for Rivers (WFR), a company set up by the 
Australian, New South Wales and the Victorian Governments to recover environmental water for the Snowy and Murray 
Rivers. 

CARM aims to: 

 Improve water delivery service and efficiency 

 Generate water savings 

 More closely match water delivery with crop water demand 

 Improve the health of wetlands and the environment of the river system 

Issues that have been raised by landholders  re the installation of meters and their integration with infrastructure has been 
noted with State Water.  Please inform us of any problems that you have so that we can address with State Water on your 
behalf. 

State Water plan to have completed the installation of all meters by the end of December 2012. They have informed us that 
they are progressing the telemetry component of the project.  CARM requires the telemetry component and landholders have 
been requesting the role out of the telemetry to enhance the meters functionality as well. 

http://www.carmproject.com.au/yanco-creek.html
http://www.carmproject.com.au/old-man-creek.html
http://www.carmproject.com.au/murrumbidgee-metering-project.html
http://www.carmproject.com.au/bundidgerry-creek.html
http://www.carmproject.com.au/the-technology.html
http://www.statewater.com.au/
http://www.waterforrivers.org.au/
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Website www.mpii.org.au  

 

If you forward your email address to Jennie 

(jenniehehir@bigpond.com) you will be added to 

the MPII email database to receive hot off the 

press information.  

We do not sell or provide email addresses to 

third parties. 

Further information contact: 

Jennie Hehir, CEO MPII 

Ph: 03 5883 4445 

Mobile: 0428 832 357  

jenniehehir@bigpond.com 

Murrumbidgee Metering Project 

This installation of the water meters is part of the Murrumbidgee Computer Aided River Management (CARM) project that will 
inject $65 million into the upgrade of river management infrastructure along the Murrumbidgee River. 
An initiative of State Water and funded by Water for Rivers (WfR), a tri-government partnership, the CARM project 
encompasses a suite of projects that will improve water usage and reduce losses throughout the system. 
At the heart of the project is the construction of infrastructure upgrades, Computer Aided River Management System, and the 
installation of telemetry-enabled metering devices. 
The upgrade of the metres will contribute to NSW meeting the National Water Initiative's requirements that all water licence 
holders install meters that meet national standards by 2016. 
This project is part of the NSW Government's commitment to improving infrastructure in regional NSW. 
 

The Yanco Creek System - Project 

The project seeks to reduce evaporation losses, rehabilitate some anabranches and wetlands to replicate more naturally 
occurring wet and dry cycles, provide alternate and more efficient water supply pathways into the creek, and improve gauging, 
metering and monitoring of water use. 
An Environmental Flows Study is being undertaken to evaluate the ecological values of the Creek System and to outline future 
environmental watering requirements. 
Many irrigators along the Murrumbidgee River system will receive new telemetry-enabled meters as part of our upgrade of 
infrastructure and operations. The fully installed meters are funded by Water for Rivers. 
Project benefits 

 Water savings achieved by the reduction of losses and more efficient delivery strategies 

 Ecological rehabilitation of identified anabranches and wetlands in Yanco Creek system by returning to a more natural 
wetting and drying regime 

 Improved system gauging, improved metering and monitoring of water use. 

 Environmental Flows Study that can be used to help procure environmental water for the Yanco Creek System. 
 

State Water Survey 

Landholders should have received a cropping survey from Mark Rowe, State Water.  These surveys will assist State Water with 
estimating your irrigation requirements.  I encourage you to fill out your survey and return to Mark by the end of September. 

 

John Skinner, Water for Rivers, with other stakeholders 

viewing pilot telemetry on the Yanco Creek System 

http://www.carmproject.com.au/index.html
http://www.waterforrivers.org.au/

